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Respectable 
Director of Health   
Chen Hon-yee 
 
Dear Madam:    

Glad to see your reply letter today, you told for me: “ to shot the flu vaccine is one effective way to 
prevent influenza and its complications,” as well as “... very safe, in addition to the vaccination may occur at 
the pain, red  and swelling outside, general have no other side effects. ” ,  However, this is clearly not 
enough, the question is that “virus” quantity contained in the flu vaccine yes or no effective only is 
significant!  
    On account of to save the SARS national calamity of Hong Kong with China that “wash lung” treatment 
invention basis it had a latest medicine discover of the “germs infection” only is the principal cause for flu no 
the “virus infection”!  But in the past, an erroneous ethics in medicine, namely the “virus” can in 
“host body within to self-Copy to breed”, so lead a more erroneous ratiocination is by a “quantitative contain 
virus” in the “vaccine” will be to excite to produce an antibodies to viral! 

However, the “viral genes can no to replication” still has not to conclusion in the west science!  For 
example, the textbook of USA Yale University on 2009year, to see the page3 of《Transcription and 
Replication of the Viral Genome》section, that “Replication of Virus Genes” was very clear, the head two 
paragraphs as follows: 

『The influenza viral genome is made up of negative sense strands of RNA. In order for the genome to be 
transcribed, it first must be converted into a positive sense RNA to serve as a template for the 
production of viral RNAs.』 

       『 Replication of the genome does not require a primer; instead, the viral RNA dependent RNA 
polymerase (RdRp) initiates RNA synthesis internally on viral RNA. This is possible, as the extreme 5’ 
and 3’ ends of the genome exhibit partial inverse complementarity and, hence, are able to base pair 
with one another to form various corkscrew configurations.  It appears that a great number of 
di-nucleotide base pairs form, although the full mechanism of viral genome replication is still yet to be 
understood [13-16].』 

      From above to add the baseline, the “whether the viral genes can be replicated” still has no 
conclusion in the western science! 

And, according to the textbook of Southwest Minzu University of China: "Viruses must enter cells and 
replicate using host cell macromolecular synthesis with energy devices, so in many ways the virus 
replication research is the study of the virus's interaction with its host. ”, so the virus replication 
mechanism is still not finalized !   Notwithstanding the textbook still by Southwest Minzu University 
also refers to: “The multiplication of viruses is carried out only in living cells, by the viral genes for a template 
to act upon by enzyme, then to synthesize their genes and proteins after, again to fabricate the complete 
virions, this a manner is called copy or replication. " 

Similarly, the published from Graduate Institute of Microbiology and Public Health of NCHU of TW on 
Oct. 16, 2008, the second paragraph that first sentence to pointed out: “ At present, for  flu virus to 
transfer record between replication that mechanism of gene transfer still is not very clear !  

For related textbooks originals from www.ycec.net/tw/131017.pdf can to download, this is I had a recite 
at Taiwan Intellectual Property Court on Oct. 17, 2013. That is to say, "the replication of the viral genes" still 
can not be confirm by the Chinese and Western scientific circles!  

Therefore, you must to know that“vaccination is an effective way to prevent influenza. ”it was premature 
to say!   And in Hong Kong, previously vaccinated after still again influenza to flu a lot, but you always call 
out Microbiology Professor Kwok-Yung YUEN of HKU this one king of viper at TV again proceed to deceive 
public said that is the mutation of virus!    

Another example is the death of aborted fetus or pregnant women are dead too, but your Department or 
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Kwok-Yung YUEN who also abiding to arrogation that was another disease, so you to killed life after runaway 
by this ghosts trick that will to intolerable by the course of nature! 

It not only as this, at the www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf can to see, I had a letter to interrogation 
Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun of WHO on October 27, 2014 by registered post with facsimile, and you also 
acknowledge to received, between the 3-4page that had a very simple little experiments of『virus genes 
is not be replicated』at once can to bankruptcy for『virus genes be replicated』of all vaccine foundation same 
the below:  

Any a small hospital could be to draw small blood of content “virus” samples from flu 
patient again to shoot in same blood type but no flu of a health person body, and by this 
converts host to test the “virus concentration” in new host can or not self-replication to lift 
and then to temperature? 

I think, your health department can easily do this small experiment, if the “virus” can not to converts 
host after replication by self, then, by this for the based of flu shoot already is harmful and useless that need 
not again to demonstration! 

If your Department of Health is afraid to do this small experiment, and the Ko Wing-man who again at 
TV continue to lure public to shoot flu vaccines, the surface proof of murder public and waste public funds 
when the table was established!  

Therefore, in order to save more lives, please truthfully to tell me the details of the experiment with 
results within 10 days!   

This letter will facsimile to Ko Wing-man receive simultaneously, because a human life is of greater 
value than everything, please feel free to discuss by telephone, fax or e-mail can be! 

And to see the other attachments of nine pages, if again to conceal I to save the SARS national calamity 
of Hong Kong with China that “wash lung” treatment invention again to kill incalculable citizen and not 
change that cause and effect, I have just sent a letter to query just leave Hong Kong the China's top legislator 
Zhang Dejiang on yesterday, but he did not dare reply then to go back!     Therefore, I at once by a letter to 
Legislative Council Secretariat of HK to requests forwarded assignment any Members to follow up, this same 
relation very important for your Department of Health and Food and Health Bureau relations great the same, 
the letter also can be downloaded at :  www.ycec.com/HK/160518b.pdf  

If you have any not alike an opinion, welcome to point out for discussion by Tel: 852-3116-0137 or 
Fax: 852-3111-4197.  

Regards!  
 

May 19, 2016pm 6:20                                         HKID D188015(3)          

                                                    Lin Zhen man  
To: Chen Hon-yee 
Tel: 2836 0077   Fax: 2836 0072    
Secretary for Food and Health (HWF/H/L/M/130 04) 
Tel：2973-8119  Fax: 2521-0132 
This letter could be downloaded at:  www.ycec.com/HK/160519.pdf  
                  English at:  www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf   
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